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Notice to Readers
This publication is designed to provide illustrative information
with respect to the subject matter covered. It does not establish
standards or preferred practices. The material was prepared by
AICPA staff and has not been considered or acted upon by senior
technical committees or the AICPA Board of Directors and does
not represent an official opinion or position of the AICPA. It is
provided with the understanding that the author and publisher
are not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional service. If legal advice or other expert assistance is required,
the services of a competent professional person should be sought.
The author and publisher make no representations, warranties, or
guarantees as to and assume no responsibility for the content or
application of the material contained herein, and expressly disclaim all liability for any damages arising out of the use of, reference to, or reliance on such material.
Lori L. Pombo, CPA
Technical Manager
AICPA Accounting and Auditing Publications

Copyright © 2004 by
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Inc.
New York, NY 10036-8775
All rights reserved. For information about the procedure for requesting
permission to make copies of any part of this work, please call the AICPA
Copyright Permissions Hotline at (201) 938-3245. A Permissions Request Form
for e-mailing requests is available at www.aicpa.org by clicking on the copyright
notice on any page. Otherwise, requests should be written and mailed to the
Permissions Department, AICPA, Harborside Financial Center, 201 Plaza Three,
Jersey City, NJ 07311-3881.
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Independence and Ethics Alert—2004/05
How This Alert Helps You
This Alert informs you of recent developments in the area of independence and ethics for accountants—an area receiving increasing
attention from regulators, investors, the news media, and others.
Moreover, this Alert helps you understand your independence requirements under the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct (the
Code) and, if applicable, certain other rule-making and standardsetting bodies. We present a section entitled “Digest of AICPA Independence Rules,” in plain English at the back of this Alert so you
can understand and apply them with greater confidence and use.
Independence Defined

Independence is defined as:
1. Independence of mind. The state of mind that permits the
performance of an attest service without being affected by
influences that compromise professional judgment,
thereby allowing an individual to act with integrity and exercise objectivity and professional skepticism; and,
2. Independence in appearance. The avoidance of circumstances
that would cause a reasonable and informed third party, having knowledge of all relevant information, including safeguards applied, to reasonably conclude that the integrity,
objectivity, or professional skepticism of a firm or a member
of the attest engagement team had been compromised.

AICPA Independence and Ethics Developments
Contingent Fees in Tax Matters

In recent months, the issues surrounding contingent fees for tax
services have received much attention from the AICPA, Securities
1
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and Exchange Commission (SEC) and Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB). Differences have been
noted between the AICPA and SEC rules pertaining to the exclusion of contingent fees in tax matters that are “determined based
on the results of judicial proceedings or the findings of governmental agencies.” Although both the AICPA and SEC rules provide an exception for such fees, AICPA Interpretation No. 302-1,
“Contingent Fees in Tax Matters,” under Rule of Conduct 302,
Contingent Fees (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec.
302.02), defines what is meant by “determined based on the findings of governmental agencies” and does not consider a fee to be
contingent if “the member can demonstrate a reasonable expectation, at the time of a fee arrangement, of substantive consideration by an agency with respect to the member’s client.”
The SEC’s position, as stated in Financial Reporting Release No.
56, is that the exception would only apply “when the fee is determined not by the parties but by courts or government agencies
acting in the public interest.” This interpretation precludes auditors of public companies from entering into certain tax arrangements that comply with Interpretation No. 302-1.
Another notable difference between the AICPA and SEC contingent fee rules pertains to value added fees (i.e., when a client, at its
complete discretion, determines at the end of an engagement that
the accountant provided services that had greater value than the
amount due under the contract). The SEC emphasizes that, although value added fees are not within the scope of the prohibition, the SEC staff will closely look to determine whether a fee
labeled a value added fee is in fact a contingent fee. Interpretation
No. 302-1 does not specifically address value added fees.
In light of these recent developments, the AICPA is currently reviewing the existing rules under Interpretation No. 302-1. In the
interim, the Center for Public Company Audit Firms of the
AICPA advises firms that in good faith applied the AICPA’s contingent fee rules with respect to SEC audit clients to engagements
initiated prior to May 21, 2004 (the date of the letter that clarified the SEC’s position), to perform the following:
2
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• Review all practice areas, not limited to tax practice, to
identify all findings-based and value added fee arrangements with SEC audit clients that were entered into on or
after February 5, 2001, the effective date of revisions to the
SEC’s independence rules.
• Discuss all identified engagements entered into since February 5, 2001, and paid by May 21, 2004, with the audit
committees of SEC audit clients. The discussion should
enable registrants to comply with their requirements to engage independent accountants and comply with their
proxy disclosure requirements.
• In connection with the aforementioned discussion, because the May 21, 2004, letter is intended to “remove any
ambiguity,” such fee arrangements that were in compliance
with the AICPA contingent fee rules should be discussed
with the relevant audit committees to ascertain whether
the audit committee would agree that the accountant’s
analysis and conclusion regarding independence for the
relevant period prior to May 21, 2004, was appropriate.
• For such fee arrangements that are still incomplete or unpaid as of May 21, 2004, firms should settle or convert
those engagements to acceptable fee arrangements as soon
as practicable in order to comply with the staff ’s interpretation as set forth in the May 21, 2004, letter. If such engagements cannot be settled or converted promptly, firms
may alternately resign the audit engagement.
• Proxy fee disclosures should include any payments for such
fee arrangements irrespective of the year(s) in which services were provided. Footnote disclosure that the fee related to services that were rendered in a prior year would
be acceptable where appropriate.
• Direct any questions regarding the application of the contingent fee rules to the SEC, Office of the Chief Accountant.
Noncompliance with such guidance may result in a firm’s impairment of independence on an SEC audit engagement.
3
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Additional Revisions and Guidance on Nonattest Services

Interpretation No. 101-3, “Performance of Nonattest Services,”
under Rule of Conduct 101, Independence (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 101.05), of the Code was revised in
September 2003. Since the revised interpretation was issued, the
Professional Ethics Executive Committee (PEEC) adopted additional revisions pertaining to documentation requirements and
also issued additional guidance on understanding and implementing the revised rule, which are discussed below.
Clarification of New Documentation Requirement Provisions
In January 2004, the PEEC decided to defer until December 31,
2004, the effective date of the new requirement in Interpretation
No. 101-3 to document in writing the understanding that members have been required to establish with the attest client. The deferral was elected in order to provide members with additional
time to update their firm policies and procedures and further educate firm personnel. The documentation requirement applies to
all nonattest services performed for an attest client after December 31, 2004 (i.e., nonattest services engagements in process at or
commencing after December 31, 2004). All other requirements
of Interpretation No. 101-3 remain effective December 31, 2003,
subject to the transition provisions of the Interpretation.
Additionally, in July 2004, the PEEC adopted a revision to the
general requirements of the Interpretation, which provides that the
general requirement to document in writing the understanding established with the client in accordance with General Requirement
No. 3 will not apply until the client becomes an attest client of the
member or the member’s firm. For example, if a member or member’s firm provides only nonattest services for a client, that member
may not be in compliance with the documentation requirement as
mandated by the Interpretation. The revision permits a member to
prepare the required documentation upon acceptance of an attest
engagement, provided the member is able to demonstrate his or
her compliance with the other general requirements during the period covered by the financial statements, including the requirement to establish an understanding with the client.
4
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The revised (as of July 2004) Interpretation No. 101-3 can be found
at http://www.aicpa.org/download/ethics/interp_revisions_Sept03.pdf.
Where to Find Additional Implementation Guidance
In response to a number of members seeking assistance in applying the revised Interpretation, the PEEC has developed a series of questions and answers (Q&As) on its revisions to
Interpretation No. 101-3. The Q&As, which can be found at
www.aicpa.org/download/ethics/nonattest_q_a.pdf, help practitioners better understand when they may perform bookkeeping,
tax and other nonattest services without impairing their independence. The PEEC also developed nonattest services Q&As directly related to information technology services, which can be
obtained at www.aicpa.org/download/ethics/QA_IT.pdf.
For further guidance, members should refer to the AICPA document entitled Background and Basis for Conclusions (issued December 2003), which explains the revisions to Interpretation No.
101-3 and the rationale behind the new rules and offers insight
into comments received and the deliberations that took place
prior to the rules’ adoption. This document can be obtained at
www.aicpa.org/members/div/ethics/index/bfc1.htm.
A more detailed discussion of the rules governing nonattest services follows in the section of this Alert entitled “Independence
and Ethics Issues of Continuing Importance—Nonattest Services
Provided to Attest Clients.”
Recent Revision to AICPA Ethics Interpretation

The PEEC occasionally makes revisions to Interpretations and
Rulings under the Code, which can easily be found in the
monthly editions of the Journal of Accountancy. The PEEC recently made editorial revisions to Interpretation No. 501-5,
“Failure to Follow Requirements of Governmental Bodies, Commissions, or Other Regulatory Agencies,” of ET section 501, Acts
Discreditable (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec.
501.06). The revised Interpretation clarifies that the PCAOB is
considered a regulatory agency for purposes of the Interpretation.
(See the Journal of Accountancy, April 2004 issue.)
5
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Adoption of Conceptual Framework for AICPA Independence

In January 2004, the PEEC adopted A Conceptual Framework for
AICPA Independence Standards, which describes the risk-based
approach to analyzing independence matters that is used by the
PEEC when it develops independence standards. Under the riskbased approach, a member’s relationship with a client is analyzed
to determine whether it poses an unacceptable risk to the member’s independence. Steps are also taken to prevent circumstances
that threaten independence from compromising the professional
judgments required in the performance of an engagement.
Because this conceptual framework describes the concepts upon
which the AICPA’s independence interpretations and rulings are
based, it can assist members and others in understanding those interpretations and rulings. The conceptual framework does not establish rules on independence that members are required to follow
under the Code. Furthermore, the conceptual framework may not
be used by members to overcome prohibitions or requirements
contained in the Code. CPAs can download the conceptual
framework at www.aicpa.org/members/div/ethics/index.htm.

Independence and Ethics Issues of
Continuing Importance
Nonattest Services Provided to Attest Clients

The performance of nonattest services (e.g., tax or consulting services) for attest clients is a crucial area that has received intense attention over the past couple of years by the accounting
profession, regulators, and the media. In 2003, both the AICPA
and the SEC revised their rules pertaining to nonattest services.
The revised rules strengthen requirements and clarify the scope of
nonattest services. In order to enhance CPAs’ understanding of
these rules, summaries of the AICPA and SEC independence
rules governing nonattest services are presented below.
AICPA Rules
In accordance with Interpretation No. 101-3, “Performance of
Nonattest Services,” (under Rule of Conduct 101, Independence,
6
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of the Code), before a member or his or her firm performs nonattest services for an attest client, certain requirements must be
met, including the following:
• Compliance with the independence rules of other regulatory
bodies. The member must also comply with the regulations
of certain regulatory bodies such as the state boards of accountancy, SEC, Government Accountability Office
(GAO), and Department of Labor (DOL), when performing services for attest clients that are governed by such regulators’ independence rules. Failure to comply with the
independence rules of the regulatory body relating to
nonattest services would constitute a violation of Interpretation No. 101-3.
• Prohibited activities. The member should not perform
management functions or make management decisions for
the attest client. However, the member may assist management in those functions or decisions by providing advice,
research materials, and recommendations.
• Agreement to perform certain functions. The client must
agree to perform various functions in connection with the
engagement (e.g., make all management decisions, perform all management functions, oversee the services, evaluate the adequacy and results of the services, accept
responsibility for the results of the services and establish
and maintain internal controls, including monitoring ongoing activities). If the client is unwilling to assume these
responsibilities, independence would be impaired.
• Requirement to assess a client’s competency. The member must
assess the client’s competency and willingness to oversee
permitted nonattest services. Assessing the competency of
the client’s designated individual is a matter of professional
judgment and should be based on the individual circumstances and the nature of the nonattest service engagement.
The individual designated by the client is not required to
possess a level of technical expertise commensurate with
that of the member in order to be deemed competent.
7
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Rather, the individual should understand the nonattest services sufficiently to be able to understand the key issues involved, make any required management decisions, and
evaluate the adequacy of the resulting work product.
Note: For additional guidance on assessing the competency
of a client’s employee see article entitled, “Navigating the
General Requirements of the Nonattest Services Rules of
the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct, Interpretation
101-3—Performance of Nonattest Services,” in the April
2004 issue of The CPA Letter. Also available online at
www.aicpa.org/download/cpaltr/2004_04/supps/F-SmlApr.pdf.
In addition, concurrent with the issuance of this Alert, the
PEEC is developing further guidance to assist members in
understanding the meaning and intent of the “client competency” requirement. Members should be alert for the issuance of this guidance in late 2004.
• Written documentation requirement. The member must document his or her understanding with the client concerning
various aspects of the nonattest services engagement (e.g.,
the objective and nature of the services, client’s acceptance
of its responsibilities, member’s responsibilities, and any
limitations of the engagement) prior to performing nonattest services. The format in which to document the written
understanding is not specified; therefore, it is at the member’s discretion. For example, the member may chose to
document the understanding in the attest services engagement letter, in a separate engagement letter, in the working
papers, or in an internal memo. Note that the documentation requirement does not apply to certain routine activities
(i.e., providing advice and answering questions as part of
the normal client-member relationship), nonattest services
performed prior to January 1, 2005 (revision added January 2004), and nonattest services performed prior to the
client becoming an attest client1 (revision added July 2004).
1. However, upon the acceptance of an attest engagement, the member should prepare
written documentation demonstrating compliance with the other general requirements, including the requirement to establish an understanding with the client.

8
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In addition, a number of general activities could impair a member’s independence including the following:
• Authorizing, executing, or consummating a transaction,
otherwise exercising authority on behalf of a client, or having the authority to do so
• Having custody of client assets
• Supervising client employees in the performance of their
normal recurring activities
• Determining which recommendations of the member
should be implemented
• Reporting to the board of directors on behalf of management
• Serving as a client’s stock transfer or escrow agent, registrar,
general counsel, or its equivalent
Interpretation No. 101-3 also provides specific examples and
guidance on permitted and prohibited activities pertaining to certain services, such as appraisal, valuation, and actuarial services;
financial information systems design and implementation services; and bookkeeping and internal audit assistance services, just
to name a few.
As mentioned earlier in this Alert, in January 2004, the documentation provision was deferred to allow members more time to
comply; it will take effect for nonattest services performed for an
attest client after December 31, 2004. All other requirements of
Interpretation No. 101-3 remain effective December 31, 2003,
subject to the transition provisions of the Interpretation.
The revised (as of July 2004) nonattest services rules are available
online at www.aicpa.org/members/div/ethics/intr_101-3.htm as
well as the following recently issued implementation guidance
discussed earlier in this Alert:
• Background and Basis for Conclusions (issued December 31, 2003)
• Bookkeeping and General Requirement Q&As
• Information Technology Services Q&As
9
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Also, the “Nonattest Services” section of the “Digest of AICPA Independence Rules” in this Alert addresses the rules discussed above.
SEC Rules
SEC Release No. 33-8183, “Strengthening the Commission’s Requirements Regarding Auditor Independence,” lists nine categories of nonaudit services that cannot be performed by a
registered public accounting firm (and any person associated with
such a firm) that is performing an audit of the issuer’s financial
statements. Violation of these provisions would impair the auditor’s independence. The nine categories of prohibited nonaudit
services include:
• Bookkeeping or other services related to the accounting
records or financial statements of the audit client
• Financial information systems design and implementation
• Appraisal or valuation services, fairness opinion, or contribution-in-kind reports
• Actuarial services
• Internal audit outsourcing services
• Management functions or human resources
• Broker or dealer, investment adviser, or investment banking services
• Legal services and expert services unrelated to the audit
• Any other service that the PCAOB determines, by regulation, is impermissible
These rules only apply to nonaudit services provided by independent accountants to their audit clients.2 The rules do not limit
the scope of nonaudit services provided by an accounting firm to
a nonaudit client.
2. Audit client means the entity whose financial statements or other information is
being audited, reviewed, or attested to. Subject to certain limited exceptions, audit
client includes affiliates of the audit client. See SEC Rule 2-01(f ) (4) and (6) for definitions of affiliate of the audit client and audit client, respectively.

10
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More detailed information regarding these rules can be found in
the original SEC release at www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-8183.htm.
This Alert also contains additional information about the SEC
rules in the sections herein entitled “Compliance Reminder Regarding Other Authoritative Bodies—SEC Rules Regarding Auditor Independence” and “Digest of AICPA Independence Rules.”
If a Significant Proportion of Your Firm’s Fees Come
From a Particular Client

The significance of a client to a member (or his or her firm)—
measured in terms of fees, status, or other factors—may possibly
diminish a member’s ability to be objective and maintain independence when performing attest services. The “Fee Issues” section in the “Digest of AICPA Independence Rules” in this Alert
provides detailed guidance addressing this crucial topic, including a discussion of recommended firm policies and procedures
and factors to consider in identifying significant clients. CPAs
should familiarize themselves with the guidance contained in the
section, “Digest of AICPA Independence Rules.”
Helping CPAs in Business and Industry Understand
Their Ethical Responsibilities

The AICPA Code of Conduct applies to all AICPA members,
whether employed in business and industry, public practice, government, or academia. Today, financial managers and accountants face increasing responsibility for compliance with all
manners of financial reporting requirements. The growing number of financial restatements and questions about management
integrity have shaken investor confidence, with the result that the
roles of financial managers and accountants have taken on both
more importance and greater risk. CPAs working in business and
industry need to understand their ethical responsibilities under
the Code and need guidance on how to handle work-related ethical issues. Of course, CPAs in public practice can help the financial managers at their clients understand the Code of Conduct
and their responsibilities under that Code.

11
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Ethics Decision Tree and Corporate Ethics Book
The AICPA, in consultation with the Business and Industry
Executive Committee (BIEC), have created an “Ethics Decision Tree for CPAs in Business and Industry” to help CPAs in
business and industry walk through a process of resolving an
ethics issue they might encounter. BIEC members, who are
CPAs in companies of all sizes, contributed their experience in
creating this decision tree. This valuable tool is found at
www.aicpa.org/download/ethics/bai/decision_tree_bai.pdf.
In addition, the AICPA has recently published a book entitled
Corporate Ethics: Doing the Right Thing in the Real World. This
book provides the CPA with a series of case studies that illustrate
real world ethical dilemmas and application of values consistent
with the high standards of the profession.

Compliance Reminder Regarding Other
Authoritative Bodies
The independence and ethics rules under the AICPA Code of
Professional Conduct apply to all members of the AICPA. However, other rule-making and standard-setting bodies such as the
SEC, PCAOB, GAO, DOL, state boards of accountancy, and
state CPA societies also have independence and/or ethics rules
that members must comply with, if applicable, in addition to the
AICPA rules. The rules of the SEC, PCAOB, and GAO are discussed briefly below. You should refer to the original text of each
organization’s rules for full guidance.
SEC Rules Regarding Auditor Independence

Of continuing importance to auditors are the SEC rules entitled
“Strengthening the Commission’s Requirements Regarding Auditor Independence.” These rules were adopted in January 2003 to
fulfill the mandate of Title II of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002,
strengthen auditor independence, and require additional disclosures to investors about the services provided to issuers by the independent accountant. These rules address nonaudit services,
employment of audit engagement team members by issuers, part12
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ner rotation and compensation rules, audit committee reporting
requirements, auditor fee and service disclosure requirements to
investors, and audit committee reporting requirements.
Auditors should be familiar with these rules as they apply to
the audits of domestic issuers; foreign subsidiaries; and affiliates of U.S. issuers, as well as foreign private issuers, by U.S.
and foreign accounting firms. More detailed information regarding these rules can be found in the original SEC release at
www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-8183.htm.
In response to questions about the implementation and interpretation of the SEC Rules discussed above, the SEC staff issued a document entitled Application of the January 2003 Rules on Auditor
Independence—Frequently Asked Questions to assist practitioners.
This document can be found at www.sec.gov/info/accountants/
ocafaqaudind080703.htm.
PCAOB Rules Regarding Independence and Ethics

The PCAOB has the authority to establish ethics and independence standards in accordance with sections 103(a) and 103(b),
respectively, of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Any registered public accounting firm or person associated with such a firm that fails to
adhere to applicable PCAOB standards may be the subject of a
PCAOB disciplinary proceeding in accordance with section 105
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. The PCAOB rules pertaining to independence and ethics include Rule 3100, Compliance with Auditing and Related Professional Practice Standards; Rule 3500T,
Interim Ethics Standards; and Rule 3600T, Interim Independence
Standards. Given the continuing importance of these rules, they
are summarized below:
Compliance With Auditing and Related Professional
Practice Standards
Rule 3100 generally requires all registered public accounting
firms to adhere to the PCAOB’s auditing and related professional
practice standards (which encompass auditing, attestation, quality control, ethics, and independence standards) in connection
with the preparation or issuance of any audit report for an issuer
13
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and in their auditing and related attestation practices. This rule
also requires registered public accounting firms and their associated persons to comply with all applicable standards. Accordingly,
if the PCAOB’s standards do not apply to an engagement or
other activity of the firm, Rule 3100, by its own terms, does not
apply to that engagement or activity.
Interim Ethics Standards
Rule 3500T designates the provisions of the AICPA’s Code of
Professional Conduct on integrity and objectivity as “Interim
Ethics Standards.” Accordingly, in connection with the preparation or issuance of any audit report, a registered public accounting firm and its associated persons should comply with ethics
standards as described in the AICPA’s Code of Professional Conduct Rule 102, Integrity and Objectivity (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 102.01), and interpretations and rulings thereunder, as in existence as of April 16, 2003 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 191), to the extent not
superseded or amended by the PCAOB.
Interim Independence Standards
Rule 3600T designates the provisions of the AICPA’s Code of
Professional Conduct regarding independence and existing standards and interpretations of the Independence Standards Board
(ISB) as “Interim Independence Standards.” This rule states that,
in connection with the preparation or issuance of any audit report, a registered public accounting firm and its associated persons shall comply with the following independence standards, to
the extent not superseded or amended by the PCAOB:
1. The AICPA’s Code of Professional Conduct Rule 101, Independence (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec.
101.01), and interpretations and rulings thereunder, as in
existence on April 16, 2003 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 191)
2. ISB Standards No. 1, Independence Discussions with Audit
Committees; No. 2, Certain Independence Implications of

14
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Audits of Mutual Funds and Related Entities; and No. 3,
Employment with Audit Clients; and Interpretations No.
99-1, Impact on Auditor Independence of Assisting Clients in
the Implementation of FAS 133 (Derivatives); No. 00-1, The
Applicability of ISB Standard No.1 When “Secondary Auditors” Are Involved in the Audit of a Registrant; and No. 00-2,
The Applicability of ISB Standard No.1 When “Secondary
Auditors” Are Involved in the Audit of a Registrant—An
Amendment of Interpretation 00-1, of the ISB
To the extent that the SEC’s rules are more or less restrictive than
the PCAOB’s Interim Independence Standards, registered public accounting firms must comply with the more restrictive requirements.
The PCAOB rules referenced above can be found at www.pcaobus.org/
Standards/Standards_and_Related_Rules.asp.
GAO Independence Standard

CPAs, non-CPAs, government financial auditors, and performance auditors who are auditing federal, state, and local governments as well as not-for-profit and for profit recipients of federal
(and some state) grant and loan assistance should be familiar
with Amendment No. 3, Independence, of the GAO’s Government Auditing Standards (GAS, also referred to as the Yellow
Book). The GAO independence rules, which are in some cases
very similar to the AICPA independence rules and in other cases
more restrictive, address three types of independence impairments, namely, personal, external, and organizational. But it is
particularly important that practitioners comprehend the standard’s most important provision, which involves personal independence impairments.
The GAO’s Independence Standard can be found at www.gao.gov/
govaud/agagas3.pdf. The GAO also has a question and answer
book, Answers to Independence Standard Questions, which can be
found at www.gao.gov/govaud/ybk01.htm. Additional information is available at AICPA Online at www.aicpa.org/members/
div/ethics/index.htm.
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On the Horizon
Proposed Outsourcing Disclosure Rule

On August 9, 2004, the PEEC issued an exposure draft, Omnibus
Proposal of Professional Ethics Division Interpretations and Rulings,
which would require members to disclose the outsourcing of professional services to their clients. The exposure draft proposes two
new rulings and one revised ruling to the AICPA’s Code of Professional Conduct. The proposed changes are as follows:
• Proposed Ethics Ruling No. 112, “Use of a Third-Party
Service Provider to Assist a Member in Providing Professional Services,” under Rule 102, Integrity and Objectivity,
would require a member to inform the client that he or she
may be using a third-party service provider prior to sharing
confidential information with the service provider.
• Proposed Ethics Ruling No. 12, “Applicability of General
and Technical Standards When Using a Third-Party Service Provider,” under Rule 201, General Standards (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 201.01), and Rule
202, Compliance With Standards (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 202.01), would clarify the application of Rules 201 and 202 to members who use a thirdparty service provider in providing professional services to
clients, and make clear that the member is responsible for
all work performed by the service provider.
• Proposed revisions to Ethics Ruling No. 1, “Computer
Processing of Clients’ Returns,” under Rule 301, Confidential Client Information (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol.
2, ET sec. 301.01), would update and broaden the application of the ethics ruling beyond that of an outside tax
service bureau and make it applicable to any third-party
service provider used by the member. The revised ethics
ruling would also clarify that disclosing confidential client
information to a third-party service provider for the purpose of providing professional services to clients or for administrative support purposes would not be a violation of
16
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Rule 301. However, the member would be required to
enter into a contractual agreement with the third-party service provider to maintain the confidentiality of the client’s
information, and use reasonable care in determining that
the third-party service provider has appropriate procedures
in place to prevent the unauthorized release of confidential
client information.
The exposure draft is available online at www.aicpa.org/members/
div/ethics/ed_outsourcing.htm. Readers should be alert for the
issuance of the final or revised rulings, as applicable.
Auditor Independence and Tax Services

It is not uncommon for auditors to perform tax services for their
audit clients. Nevertheless, there is much controversy in this
realm of accounting services as it pertains to auditor independence. Many believe auditor independence can be compromised
by the performance of some tax services such as the preparation
of tax schedules and related documents for audit clients, the
preparation of personal income tax returns and tax planning for
executives of an audit client, and aggressive marketing of tax shelters to audit clients, just to name a few.
In July 2004, the PCAOB hosted a roundtable to discuss the
issue of auditor independence and tax services. Although the
PCAOB has not yet determined whether new rules are needed to
address the area of tax services, investors, consumer advocates,
regulators, and some accounting professionals are strongly urging
the PCAOB to reconsider the independence rules. Hence, you
should be alert for any new developments.
Future AICPA Exposure Drafts

The PEEC is currently developing guidance in relation to litigation support services, client gifts and hospitality, indemnification
clauses, and financial interests and relationships. Readers should
be alert for the issuance of the exposure drafts pertaining to each
of these topics. The following sections summarize the potential
guidance to be issued.
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Potential Guidance on Litigation Support Services
The PEEC is currently developing guidance regarding the impact
on independence when a member provides different types of litigation support services to an attest client. Litigation support services typically involve pending or threatened proceedings before a
court, jury, regulatory body, governmental agency, grand jury, arbitrator, mediator, or other in connection with resolution of a
dispute between two or more parties. In addition, a member’s assistance may be requested by a client in connection with an internal, regulatory, or other investigation. The potential guidance
will address independence as it pertains to expert witness services,
fact witness services, litigation consultant services, forensic accounting services, and tax representative services.
Potential Guidance on Client Gifts and Hospitality
The PEEC is considering a revision to Ethics Ruling No. 1, “Acceptance of a Gift,” (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET
sec. 191.01 ), under Rule 101, Independence (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 101.01), which will provide members
with additional guidance on the independence considerations associated with a member’s acceptance of gifts or entertainment
from a client. The PEEC is also considering a new ethics ruling
under Rule 102, Integrity and Objectivity, which will address the
objectivity concerns associated with a member’s acceptance or offering of gifts or entertainment to/from a client, customer, or
vendor of the member’s employer.
Potential Guidance on Indemnification Clauses
The PEEC is studying the issue of the use of indemnification
clauses in engagement letters and how such clauses may impact a
member’s independence. As part of this project, the PEEC is considering the appropriateness of Ethics Ruling No. 94, “Indemnification Clause in Engagement Letters,” (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 191.94.), under Rule 101, Independence, and whether further guidance on this issue is needed.
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Potential Interpretation on Financial Interests
and Relationships
The PEEC is considering a new interpretation under Rule 101,
Independence, which will provide members further guidance on
various types of financial interests and their impact on independence, including defining direct and indirect financial interests. In
addition, the potential interpretation will discuss how employee
benefit plans and Section 529 plans affect a member’s independence and objectivity.

Digest of the AICPA Independence Rules
Presented below is a plain-English description of the AICPA independence rules. In addition, certain corresponding independence rules of the SEC are presented. We broadly use the term
rules to also mean standards, interpretations, rulings, laws, regulations, opinions, policies, or positions. This section of the Alert is
intentionally concise, so it does not cover all the rules, some of
which are complex, nor does it cover every aspect of them.
Nonetheless, this section should help you to identify independence issues that may require further consideration. Therefore,
you should always refer to the rules directly, in addition to your
firm’s policies on independence, for complete information.
Conventions and Key Terms Used

Here are some of the conventions used in this section of the Alert:
• The word Note in boldface italics emphasizes important
points, highlights applicable government regulations, or
indicates that a rule change may soon occur.
• We describe the rules of the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC)—that is, those that apply to audits of
public companies—in boxed text (like this one) and provide citations to specific rules. Generally, we provide
these descriptions where the SEC has a rule that differs in
some manner or is presented somewhat differently than
the corresponding AICPA rule.
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This section uses the following key terms:
• Client (or attest client), an entity with respect to which independence is required
• Firm, a form of organization permitted by law or regulation (whose characteristics conform to resolutions
of AICPA Council) that is engaged in the practice of
public accounting
When Is Independence Required, and Who Sets the Rules?

AICPA professional standards require your firm, including the
firm’s partners and professional employees, to be independent in
accordance with AICPA Rule 101, Independence of the Code of
Professional Conduct whenever your firm performs an attest service for a client. Attest services include:
• Financial statement audits
• Financial statement reviews
• Other attest services as defined in the Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAEs)
Performing a compilation of a client’s financial statements does
not require independence. However, if a nonindependent firm issues such a compilation report, the report must state, “I am (we
are) not independent with respect to XYZ Company.”3
Independence is not required to perform services that are not attest services, if those services (for example, tax preparation or advice, or consulting services, such as personal financial planning)
are the only services your firm provides to a particular client.
Note: You should familiarize yourself with your firm’s independence policies, quality control systems,4 and list or database of
attest clients.

3. Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services (SSARS) No. 1, Compilation
and Review of Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, AR sec. 100.19).
4. This includes your firm’s system of quality controls related to independence.
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The SEC rules require independence of the client and various
affiliated entities.5
In Addition to the AICPA, Who Else Sets Independence Rules?

Many clients are subject to oversight and regulation by governmental agencies. For example, the GAO sets independence rules
that apply to entities audited under GAS (also known as the Yellow
Book) requirements. For these clients (and others, such as those
subject to regulation by the DOL), you and your firm also must
comply with the independence rules established by those agencies.
Note: The GAO rules, in part, are based on two overarching
principles that must be considered and several independence
safeguards that must be applied to protect a firm’s independence. See www.gao.gov.

The SEC regulates public companies (companies that are registered
with or are otherwise regulated by the SEC or that file audited financial statements with the SEC), and establishes the qualifications
of independent auditors. This section refers to these independence
rules as SEC rules. In some cases, SEC rules are official standards
(for example, ISB Standard No. 1) or federal rules or regulations (for
example, SEC Rule 2-01 of Regulation S-X). In others, the rules
also include the informal policies and positions of the SEC staff.
In November 2000 and again in January 2003—the latter as a
result of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (the Act)—the SEC
revised Rule 2-01 of Regulation S-X. For further information
on the SEC’s independence rules, see www.sec.gov/rules/final/
33-7919.htm and www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-8183.htm and
www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-8183a.htm (November 2000 and
January 2003 (including technical corrections in March 2003)
rules releases, respectively). In addition, the Act created a new entity, the PCAOB, which has the authority to set, among other
things, auditing, quality control, ethics, and independence standards for accounting firms that audit public companies.
5. See Rule 2-01(f )(4) and (6).
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On April 18, 2003, in PCAOB Release No. 2003-006, the PCAOB
adopted interim ethics standards based on the provisions of the
AICPA’s Code of Professional Conduct Rule 102, Integrity and Objectivity, and interpretations and rulings thereunder in existence on
April 16, 2003 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET secs. 102
and 191), to the extent not superseded or amended by the PCAOB.
The PCAOB also adopted interim independence standards based on
the provisions of the AICPA’s Code of Professional Conduct Rule
101, Independence, and interpretations and rulings thereunder in existence on April 16, 2003, and of the ISB (ISB Standards No. 1, 2, and 3;
and ISB Interpretations No. 99-1, No. 00-1, and No. 00-2) to the extent not superseded or amended by the PCAOB. In addition, the
PCAOB also adopted certain AICPA SEC Practice Section (SECPS)
membership requirements as additional Interim Quality Control
Standards.6 It should be noted that the PCAOB did not adopt the entirety of the AICPA SECPS’s membership requirements as interim
standards.7 To the extent that the SEC’s rules are more or less restrictive than the PCAOB’s interim independence standards, registered
public accounting firms must comply with the more restrictive requirements. (See www.pcaobus.org for further information.)
As noted above, on January 28, 2003, the SEC adopted final
rules to strengthen requirements regarding auditor independence
and enhance disclosure regarding fees paid to auditors and otherwise to strengthen the SEC’s existing auditor independence rules.
These rules were designed to implement provisions of the Act.
More specifically, the Act and the subsequent SEC rules facilitate the
independence of the accountant from management in other ways by:
• Providing a clearer definition of the types of nonaudit services deemed to impair an auditor’s independence;
6. AICPA SEC Practice Section Reference Manual, § 1000.08(d), (f ), (l), (m), (n)(1) and (o).
7. For example, the Board is not adopting those SECPS membership requirements that
require each member of the firm to be a member of the AICPA or that require member firms to submit to peer reviews, to report information to the SECPS or to the
AICPA’s quality control inquiry committee, or to pay dues to the SECPS. See
AICPA SEC Practice Section Reference Manual, § 1000.08(a), (c), (g), (j), (k) and
(p). Nor is the Board adopting those SECPS membership requirements that have
been superceded by statute or by Commission or Board rule.
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• Requiring that each engagement of the accountant to perform audit or nonaudit services for the company be preapproved by the audit committee;
• Requiring the rotation of audit partners on the audit engagement team to assure a periodic fresh look at the accounting
and auditing issues related to the financial statements;
• Providing that the accountant’s independence would be
deemed to be impaired if an audit partner is compensated
directly for selling nonaudit services or products to an
audit client; and
• Requiring a “cooling off ” period between working on the
audit engagement team and joining the client in a financial
reporting oversight role in order to assure that personal relationships and the new member of management’s knowledge
of the audit plan do not negatively impact the audit process.
Other organizations that have established independence requirements that may be applicable to you and your firm include:
• State boards of accountancy
• State CPA societies
• Federal and state agencies
You should contact these organizations directly for further information if performing services subject to their jurisdiction.
Note: Generally, the AICPA independence rules will apply to
you in all situations involving an attest client. If an additional
set of rules governing an engagement also applies, you should
comply with the most restrictive rule or the most restrictive
portions of each rule.

Once you determine that your firm provides attest services to a
client and which rules apply, the next step is to determine how
the rules apply to you.
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Applying the Rules—Covered Members and
Other Firm Professionals

How Do the Independence Rules Apply to Me?
Whenever you are a covered member, you become subject to the
full range of independence restrictions with respect to a particular
attest client that will be discussed in this Alert (for example, restrictions on financial interests, business relationships, and your
family’s employment). You are a covered member if you are:
1. An individual on the client’s attest engagement team;
2. An individual in a position to influence the client’s attest
engagement;
3. A partner or manager who provides more than ten hours of
nonattest services to that attest client;
4. A partner in the office in which the lead attest engagement
partner primarily practices in connection with the client’s
attest engagement;
5. The firm, including the firm’s employee benefit plans; or
6. An entity whose operating, financial, or accounting policies can be controlled, as defined by generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for consolidation purposes,
by any of the individuals or entities described in items 1
through 5 or by two or more such individuals or entities if
they act together.
The SEC uses the term covered person8 to describe the individuals
in a firm who are subject to SEC independence rules. This term
is largely consistent with the AICPA’s term, covered member.9

8. Rule 2-01(f )(11). Also see Discussion of Rule 2-01, Covered Persons in the Firm, in the
SEC’s Final Rule Release [Section IV (H)(9)].
9. The only difference between the two definitions is that of classification. The AICPA
considers consultants to be in a position to influence the engagement (the SEC uses
the term, chain of command), whereas the SEC considers these persons to be on the
attest engagement team. Overall, the definitions are the same.
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Specifically, you are a covered person with respect to an SEC
reporting client if you are any one of the following:
• On the audit engagement team10
• In the chain of command over the audit engagement team
• A partner or manager who has provided ten or more
hours of nonaudit services to the client
• A partner in the office in which the lead audit engagement
partner for the client primarily practices
Audit engagement team means all partners, principals, shareholders, and professional employees participating in an audit,
review, or attestation engagement of an audit client, including
those conducting concurring and second partner reviews and all
persons who consult with the audit engagement team regarding
industry-specific or technical issues, transactions, or events.11
Chain of command includes persons who (1) supervise or have
direct management responsibility for the audit, including all senior levels through the firm’s chief executive; (2) evaluate the
performance or recommend compensation of the audit engagement partner; or (3) provide quality control or other oversight
over the audit.12
Note: This Alert uses the term covered member (and covered person with respect to SEC rules) extensively in explaining the personal independence rules, e.g., rules that apply to you and your
family’s loans, investments, and employment. Therefore, it is
important that you understand these terms before proceeding.
Also, remember to check with your firm to determine whether
its independence policies are more restrictive than the AICPA
or SEC rules.

10. This includes review and other attest service engagements.
11. Rule 2-01(f )(7)(i).
12. Rule 2-01(f )(8).
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Do Any of the Rules Apply to Me If I Am Not a
Covered Member?
As just mentioned, if you are a covered member with respect to a
particular attest client, you will be subject to the highest possible
level of restrictions under the rules regarding that client, including
financial relationships, family employment, and the like. However, there are two relationships that—due to their magnitude—
impair independence even if you are not a covered member.
The following rules apply to all partners and professional employees
of a firm:
• No partner or professional employee of the firm may be employed by an attest client or serve the client as the following:
– Director or officer (or in any management capacity)
– Promoter, underwriter, or voting trustee
– Trustee of any of the client’s employee benefit plans
• No partner or professional employee may own more than
5 percent of an attest client’s outstanding equity securities
(or other ownership interests).
Note: Your immediate family is also subject to the 5-percent
rule. (See the section entitled “Application to Family Members” later in this section.)

What If I Was Formerly Employed by a Client or I
Was a Member of the Client’s Board of Directors?
Suppose you work for a client or are on its board of directors and
become a partner or employee of the firm that performs its annual audit engagement.
First, you would be precluded from participating in the client’s
attest engagement, or being in a position to influence the engagement, for any periods covering the time that you were associated
with the client (even if you were to carry out the steps described
below). So, for example, if you worked for the client in 2004, you
would be prohibited from serving on the audit engagement for
the fiscal year 2004 financial statements. You also could not serve
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in a position that would allow you to influence the fiscal 2004
engagement, which includes an individual who evaluates the performance or recommends the compensation of the attest engagement partner. Second, before becoming a covered member with
respect to the client, you must:
• Terminate any relationships with the client as described in
Interpretation 101-1(c), “Interpretation of Rule 101,”
under Rule 101, Independence (AICPA, Professional Standards, ET sec. 101.02).13
• Dispose of all financial interests14 in the client.
• Collect and repay all loans to or from the client (except
those specifically permitted or grandfathered).15
• Cease active participation in the client’s employee benefits
plans (except for benefits under the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA)).
• Liquidate or transfer any vested benefits in the client’s retirement plans.
What Rules Apply If I Am Considering Employment
With an Attest Client?
If you are offered employment by or seek employment with an attest client, you may need to take certain actions. If you are on
that client’s attest engagement team or can otherwise influence
the engagement, you must promptly report any employment negotiations with the client to the appropriate person in your firm.
You also must remove yourself from the engagement and remain
separated until these negotiations end.

13. Director, officer, employee, in any capacity equivalent to that of a member of management, promoter underwriter, voting trustee, or trustee for the entity’s pension
and profit-sharing trust.
14. See the “When Do My Financial Interests—or My Family’s—Impair Independence?” section.
15. Also see AICPA Ethics Interpretation 101-5, “Loans From Financial Institution
Clients and Related Terminology” of ET section 101, Independence (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 101.07).
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What If I Accept Employment or a Board Position
With an Attest Client?
As you know, being employed by a client or a member of the
client’s board of directors impairs independence. However, even
if you leave your firm to take a position with a client, independence may still be affected. This would be the case if you accept a
key position with the client. As defined in the Code of Professional
Conduct, in a key position, you prepare financial statements or
accounting records or are otherwise able to influence the client’s
statements or records. A few examples are controller, chief financial officer, and treasurer. The following conditions must be met
to preserve your firm’s independence if you accept a key position
with an attest client:
• The amounts the firm owes you (capital balance or retirement benefits) are based on a fixed formula and are not
material to the firm.
• You are unable to influence the firm’s operations or financial policies.
• You do not participate or appear to participate in the firm’s
business or professional activities once you leave the firm.
Firms must also consider other factors and apply additional procedures—or safeguards— if these are warranted. The actual procedures that should be applied will depend on the specific facts
and circumstances involved, for example:
• Whether you served on the engagement team and for how long
• Positions you held with the firm
• Your position with the client
• The amount of time that has passed since you left the firm
Based on your firm’s consideration of these facts and circumstances, it may need to:
• Adjust the audit plan to reduce the risk that your knowledge of the plan (due to your previous role on the audit)
could result in a less effective audit.
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• Reconsider the successor engagement team to make sure
that it has sufficient stature and experience to deal effectively with you in your new position, if you will interact
significantly with the engagement team.
• Perform an internal technical review of the next attest engagement to determine whether engagement personnel exercised the appropriate level of professional skepticism in
evaluating your work and representations.16
Under SEC rules, if a former partner will be in an accounting
role or financial reporting oversight role with an SEC audit
client, he or she may not have:
• A capital balance with the firm
• A financial arrangement with the firm (for example, retirement benefits) that is related to the firm’s current revenues, regardless of the underlying payment formula or
materiality,17 or that is not pursuant to a fully funded retirement plan or rabbi trust
• Influence over the firm’s operations or financial policies
An accounting role is one in which a person is in a position to or
does exercise more than minimal influence over the contents of
the accounting records or anyone who prepares them. A few examples are accounting clerk, accounts payable clerk, or inventory
control manager.
A financial reporting oversight role is one in which a person is in a
position to or does exercise influence over the contents of the accounting records or financial statements or anyone who prepares
them. A few examples are a member of the board of directors,
chief executive officer, controller, or director of internal audit.

16. An objective professional with the appropriate stature and expertise should perform this
review and the firm should take any recommended action(s) that result from the review.
17. The rules permit a payment arrangement providing periodic, fixed payments as
long as payments do not depend on the firm’s revenues, earnings, or profits (for example, a fully funded retirement plan, a rabbi trust, or similar vehicle).
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Under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, the SEC implemented a rule
requiring a one-year “cooling-off period” for members of the
audit engagement team who assume a financial reporting oversight role with that client. In other words, if an engagement
team member who participated on the audit of the current (or
immediately preceding) fiscal year goes to work for a client, the
firm’s independence would be impaired.18
Only members who have provided less than 10 hours of services of audit, review, or other attest services to the client (and
did not serve as either the lead or concurring partner for the
client) are not considered to be members of the audit engagement team for purposes of this rule. This aspect of the rule applies to the audit client (referred to as the issuer in the rules) but
excludes affiliates of the audit client.
Individuals who become employed by an issuer as a result of a business combination between an issuer and the individual’s employer
are excluded from this rule, provided the individual did not take the
position in contemplation of the combination. The firm must inform the newly combined entity’s audit committee of the situation.
Like the AICPA rules described above, auditors of SEC registrants
must also consider applying additional safeguards if a former partner or professional employee assumes certain employment positions or a board membership with the client. See ISB Standard
No. 3, Employment with Audit Clients.
Applying the Rules—Family Members

When Is My Family Subject to the Rules?
If you are a covered member with respect to a client, members of
your immediate family (your spouse—or equivalent—and your dependents) generally must follow the same rules as you. So, for example, your spouse’s investments must be investments that you could
18. In order to simplify compliance with this rule, the SEC has set out standard engagement starting and ending dates. See Section II(A), Discussion of Rules, in the
SEC’s Rules Release and Rule 2-01(c)(2)(B)(1).
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own under the rules. This rule applies even if your spouse keeps the
investments in his or her own name or with a different broker.
There are two exceptions to this general rule:
1. Your immediate family member’s employment with a
client would not impair your firm’s independence provided
he or she is not in a key position, that is, so long as your
family member is not:
• Responsible for significant accounting functions that
support material components of the financial statements; or
• Responsible for preparing the financial statements; or
• Able to influence the contents of the financial statements (for example, a chief executive officer, treasurer,
or a member of the board of directors).
2. Immediate family members of certain covered members
may invest in a client through an employee benefit plan
(for example, retirement or savings account) provided the
plan is offered equitably to all similar employees. The covered members whose families may invest in this way are:
• Partners and managers who provide only nonattest services to the client
• Partners who are covered members only because they
practice in the same office where the client’s lead attest
partner practices in connection with the engagement
Note: Immediate family of individuals on the attest engagement team or of those who can influence the attest engagement team may not invest in a client under any circumstances.

Under SEC rules, the immediate family of certain covered
members may have financial interests in SEC audit clients
only if such interests are an unavoidable consequence of their
participation in an employee compensation or benefit plan.
This means that if nonclient investments are available
through the plan, the immediate family member must choose
those investments.
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As with the AICPA rules, this limited exception applies only to family members of individuals who are covered members merely because they (1) provide nonaudit services to the client or (2) are
partners located in the same office as the lead audit engagement
partner for the client. In addition, the immediate family member
must dispose of any interests acquired under this provision—except
for unexercised employee stock options—as soon as possible.19
As previously mentioned, all partners and professional employees
in the firm are precluded from owning more than 5 percent of an
attest client’s outstanding equity securities (or similar interests).
Likewise, these persons’ immediate families are also prohibited
from such ownership.
What About My Other Close Relatives?
The close relatives (siblings, parents, and nondependent children)
of certain covered members are subject to some employment and
financial restrictions. These covered members are:
• Persons on the attest engagement team
• Persons who can influence the attest engagement
• Other partners in the office where the client’s lead partner
conducts the attest engagement
So, if you are one of the covered members just mentioned,
your close relative’s employment by a client in a key position
impairs independence.
Rules pertaining to your close relatives’ financial interests differ
depending on whether you participate on the client’s attest engagement as follows:
• If you participate on the client’s attest engagement team,
your independence would be considered to be impaired if
you are aware that your close relative has a financial interest in the client that either:
19. Disposal must take place no later than 30 days after the person has the right to dispose of the financial interest.
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– Was material to your relative’s net worth, or
– Enables the relative to exercise significant influence over
the client.
• If you are able to influence the client’s attest engagement or
are a partner in the office in which the lead attest engagement partner practices in connection with the engagement,
your independence will be impaired if you are aware that
your close relative has a financial interest in the client that:
– Is material to your relative’s net worth, and
– Enables your relative to exercise significant influence
over the client.
Under SEC rules, your close family members include your
spouse (or equivalent) and dependents (in other words, your
immediate family) and your parents, nondependent children,
and siblings.20 If you are a covered person with respect to an
SEC audit client, your independence is affected if your close
family member:
• Has an accounting role or financial reporting oversight role 21
with the client (for example, the family member is a treasurer, chief financial officer, or controller).
• Owns more than 5 percent of a client’s equity securities
or controls the client.
The SEC rules do not consider whether an investment is material to your close relative.
In addition, independence is considered to be impaired if any
partner’s close family member controls a client.

20. Rule 2-01(f )(9).
21. Rule 2-01(f )(3)(i) and (ii).
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Financial Relationships

When Do My Financial Interests—or My Family’s—
Impair Independence?
This section discusses various types of financial relationships and
how they affect independence. Although this section focuses on
how these rules apply to you and your family, keep in mind that
your firm is also subject to the financial relationship rules (since
firms are included in the definition of covered member).
As a covered member, you (and your spouse and dependents) are
not permitted to have a:
• Direct financial interest in that client, regardless of how
immaterial it would be to your net worth
• Material indirect financial interest in that client
Note: The Code does not define or otherwise provide guidance on
determining materiality. In determining materiality, you should
apply professional judgment to all relevant facts and circumstances
and refer to applicable guidance in the professional literature.

In addition, if you commit to acquire a financial interest in a
client, your independence would be impaired. For example, if
you sign a stock subscription agreement with the client, your independence would be considered impaired as soon as you sign
the agreement.
Examples of financial interests include shares of stock; mutual
fund shares; partnership units; stock rights; options or warrants
to acquire an interest in a client; or rights of participation, such as
puts, calls, or straddles.22
Direct financial interests—as the name implies—are ownership
interests held directly in a client (for example, you own shares of
the client’s stock). However, direct financial interests are also
deemed to exist if you have a financial interest in a client through
one of the following:
• Retirement plan (for example, a 401(k) plan)
22. This list is not all-inclusive.
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• Investment club
• Blind trust
You also have a direct financial interest in a client when you have
a financial interest in a client through one of the following:
• A partnership if you are a general partner
• An estate if you serve as an executor and meet certain other
criteria
• A trust if you serve as the trustee and meet certain other
criteria
For example, suppose you are a covered member with respect to
ABC Co., and you are also a general partner of XYZ Partnership.
XYZ Partnership owns shares in ABC Co. Under the independence rules, you would be deemed to have a direct financial interest in ABC, which would impair your independence,
regardless of materiality.
Indirect financial interests arise if you have a direct financial interest in one entity, Entity A, that itself has a direct financial interest in another entity, Entity B. In that situation, you would be
considered to have an indirect financial interest in B through your
interest in A. In this case, if B is a client, you would be considered
to have an investment in the client indirectly through your investment in the intermediate entity, A. Examples of such intermediate entities are:
• Mutual funds (or similar entities)
• Partnerships if you are a limited partner
Similarly, the SEC prohibits a covered person from having any
direct or material indirect financial interest in an SEC audit
client. However, the SEC classifies your investment in a client
through another entity (the intermediary) as direct if either of
the following is true:
• You participate in the intermediary’s investment decisions or have control over it.
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• The investment in the client by the intermediary (which
is not a diversified mutual fund) represents 20 percent or
more of the value of its total investments.
If neither of the above applies, your investment in a client
through another entity would normally be considered to be an
indirect financial interest in that client.
Note: The full text of the SEC rule is available at
www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-7919.htm

What Are the Rules That Apply to My Mutual Fund
Investments—and Those of My Family—If My Firm
Audits Those Mutual Funds?
If you are a covered member with respect to a mutual fund attest
client of your firm, and you or your immediate family own shares
in the fund, your interest in the fund would constitute a direct financial interest in the fund client. Since there is no materiality test
for a direct financial interest, independence is considered impaired.
Because mutual funds are entities regulated by the SEC, the
SEC’s rules also apply.
The SEC rules also prohibit the firm and covered persons and
their immediate family members from having any financial interest in an entity (even one that is not a client) that is part of
an investment company complex 23 that includes an audit client.
Note: See www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-7919.htm for the full
text of the rule, including the definition of investment company complex.

Which Rules Pertain to My Mutual Fund Investments—
and Those of My Family—If My Firm Audits Companies
Held in Those Mutual Funds?
Financial interests that you and your immediate family have in
clients through a mutual fund (or similar entity) are considered
to be indirect financial interests in those clients.
23. Rule 2-01(f )(14).
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Suppose ABC Mutual Fund owns shares in a client, XYZ:
• ABC’s net assets are $10,000,000.
• Your shares in ABC Mutual Fund are worth $50,000.
• ABC has 2 percent of its assets invested in XYZ.
• Your indirect financial interest in XYZ is $1,000 ($50,000 x .02).
If $1,000 is material to your net worth, independence would be
considered to be impaired.
Generally, indirect financial interests arising from mutual fund investments are not material to one’s net worth because these funds
typically have diversified investment portfolios. However, this may
not always be the case, especially if the fund is a nondiversified
fund that invests significantly in a client (or clients) of your firm.
The SEC rules recognize that if a mutual fund is diversified,
most investors in the fund are not likely to have a material indirect interest in any single investment by the fund if they do
not own more than 5 percent of the fund. Therefore, if you
and/or your immediate family own 5 percent or less of a diversified mutual fund’s outstanding shares, the fund’s holdings in
clients for which you are a covered person will not be considered to be material indirect investments in those clients. Thus,
you would be relieved of the burden of having to constantly
monitor whether, and to what degree, the fund invests in audit
clients for which you are a covered person.24
May I Have a Joint Closely Held Investment With a Client?
As a covered member, if you or the client individually or collectively control an investment, that investment is considered to be
a joint closely held investment. If this joint closely held investment is material to your net worth, independence would be considered to be impaired. In this rule, client includes certain persons
associated with the client, such as officers, directors, or owners
who are able to exercise significant influence over the client.
24. Rule 2-01(c)(1)(i)(D).
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The SEC rules prohibit you and your immediate family from
having a joint business venture with a client or with persons associated with the client in a decision-making capacity—meaning officers, directors, or substantial shareholders, whether or
not the venture is material to your net worth. The SEC believes
that joint ventures create an inappropriate commonality of interests between the parties.
May My Family or I Borrow Money From Or
Lend Money to a Client?
If you are a covered member with respect to an attest client, you and
your immediate family may not have a loan to or from the client or:
• An officer or director of the client
• An individual holding 10 percent or more of the client’s
outstanding equity securities (or other ownership interests)
Investments in a client’s bonds are considered a prohibited loan
to that client.
There are certain exceptions to this rule. One is that there are specific loans that covered members are permitted to have from financial institution attest clients. They are:
• Car loans and leases collateralized by the vehicle25
• Credit card and overdraft reserve account balances not exceeding $10,00026
• Passbook loans
• Loans against an insurance policy
25. In June 2003, the Professional Ethics Executive Committee adopted a revised
definition of financial institution (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET
sec. 92), which clarified the definition to include entities that lease automobiles
to the general public. The new definition became effective on September 30,
2003 (see Journal of Accountancy (September Issue), “Official Releases,” or
www.aicpa.org/members/div/ethics/index.htm for current information).
26. In June 2003, the Professional Ethics Executive Committee adopted a revision, which
increased the allowable outstanding balance to $10,000. The rule revision became effective on September 30, 2003 (see Journal of Accountancy (September issue), “Official
Releases,” or www.aicpa.org/members/div/ethics/index.htm for current information).
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In addition, if you have a loan from a client financial institution
(a bank, for example) that meets certain criteria, your loan may be
“grandfathered” (that is, you may be allowed to keep it). For your
loan to be grandfathered, you must have obtained it under normal lending procedures, terms, and requirements. The following
loans may be grandfathered:
• Home mortgages
• Other secured loans
• Unsecured loans that are immaterial to your net worth
Generally speaking, a loan may be grandfathered if you obtained
it before:
1. You became a covered member with respect to the client.
2. The bank became a client.
3. The client acquired the loan.
For your loan to keep its grandfathered status, you must keep the
loan current (make timely payments according to the loan agreement). Also, you cannot renew or renegotiate the terms of the loan
(for example the interest rate or formula—unless provided for in
the original agreement—covenants, collateral, or maturity date).
The SEC rules differ from the AICPA rules in that secured
loans (other than a mortgage on your primary residence) and
immaterial unsecured loans may not be grandfathered.
May I Have a Brokerage Account With a Client?
AICPA rules do not specifically address brokerage accounts. Margin accounts are prohibited because they violate the restrictions
in the loan rule.27

27. See the preceding section, “May My Family or I Borrow Money From Or Lend
Money to a Client?”
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Under the SEC rules, as a covered person, you may have a brokerage account (but not a margin account) with a client as long as
your account (1) only holds cash or securities and (2) is fully insured by the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC).28
May I Have a Bank Account With a Client?
As a covered member, you may have a bank account with a client financial institution (for example, checking, savings, or money market accounts and certificates of deposit) provided that your deposits
are fully insured by state or federal deposit insurance agencies
and/or uninsured amounts are not material to your net worth.29
The SEC prohibits covered persons and their immediate families from having bank account balances in excess of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) insurance limits; that is,
deposits in excess of FDIC limits are considered to impair independence even if immaterial to you and your family.30
May I Have an Insurance Policy With a Client?
The AICPA has no specific prohibition on purchasing an insurance policy from a client.
The SEC prohibits covered persons and their immediate family
members from owning an individual insurance policy issued by
a client unless both of the following criteria are met:
• He or she obtained the policy before the professional became a covered person.
• The likelihood of the insurer becoming insolvent is remote.31

28. Rule 2-01(c)(1)(C).
29. Both AICPA and SEC rules permit a practical exception for firms that maintain deposits exceeding insured limits when the likelihood of the financial institution experiencing financial difficulties is considered remote.
30. The SEC treats money market funds (as opposed to money market accounts) as mutual funds for purposes of their rules. Also see Rule 2-01(c)(1)(B).
31. Rule 2-01(c)(1)(F).
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May I Accept a Gift From a Client?
A covered member may accept only token gifts from a client; otherwise, independence would be considered impaired. Althoughsomewhat subjective, a token gift is generally one that is worth
$100 or less. (Note that the PEEC of the AICPA is considering
the appropriateness of this guidance and may issue revised guidance in the near future.)
Business Relationships

Which Business Relationships With a Client
Impair Independence?
As a partner or professional employee of your firm, independence
would be considered to be impaired if you entered into certain
business relationships with an attest client of the firm. Accordingly, you may not serve a client as a(n):
• Employee, director, officer, or in any management capacity
• Promoter, underwriter, or voting trustee
• Stock transfer or escrow agent
• General counsel (or equivalent)
• Trustee for a client’s pension or profit-sharing trust
In essence, any time you are able to make management decisions
on behalf of a client or exercise authority over a client’s operations
or business affairs, independence is impaired.
Your independence is considered impaired even if you were a volunteer board member because you would be part of the client’s
governing body and, therefore, would be able to participate in the
client’s management decisions.
There are two possible exceptions to this rule, as follows:
1. If you are an honorary director or trustee for a client that is a
nonprofit charitable, civic, or religious organization, you may
serve that client without impairing your independence if:
a. Your position is purely honorary.
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b. You do not vote or participate in managing the organization.
c. Your position is clearly identified as honorary in any internal or external correspondence.
2. In addition, you are also permitted to serve on a client’s advisory board provided all of the following criteria are met:
a. The advisory board’s function is purely advisory.
b. The advisory board does not appear to make decisions
for the client.
c. The advisory board and any decision-making boards are
separate and distinct bodies.
d. Common membership between the advisory board and
any decision-making groups is minimal.
The SEC prohibits any relationship in which an auditor acts,
either temporarily or permanently, as a director, officer, or employee of an audit client, or performs any decision-making, supervisory, or ongoing monitoring function for an audit client.
The SEC rules provide examples of prohibited business relationships, which also include joint business ventures, limited
partnership agreements, and certain leasing interests.32
Nonattest Services

Which Rules Describe the Nonattest Services That My Firm
and I May Or May Not Provide to Attest Clients?
The term, nonattest services, includes accounting and consulting
services that are not part of an attest engagement.33 Nonattest services specifically addressed in the rules are:
• Bookkeeping services
• Payroll and other disbursement services
32. Except for immaterial landlord-tenant arrangements. Also see SEC Rule 2-01(c)(3).
33. Defined in the Code of Professional Conduct, an attest engagement is one that requires
independence under AICPA professional standards, e.g., audits and reviews of financial statements or agreed-upon procedures performed under the attestation standards.
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• Internal audit assistance
• Benefit plan administration
• Investment advisory or management services
• Tax Services
• Corporate finance consulting or advisory services
• Appraisal, valuation, or actuarial services
• Executive or employee search services
• Business risk consulting
• Information systems design, installation, or integration
Note: Proposing adjusting entries to financial statements as a result of the member’s audit, review, or compilation services is a
normal part of those engagements and would not be considered
the performance of a nonattest service subject to the general provisions of Interpretation No. 101-3, provided the client reviews
these entries and understands the impact on its financial statements and records the adjustments identified by the member.

The SEC rules have specific rules on the following services:
• Bookkeeping and other services related to the client’s accounting records or financial statements
• Financial information systems design and implementation
• Appraisal or valuation services
• Actuarial services
• Internal audit outsourcing
• Management functions
• Human resources
• Broker-dealer, investment adviser, or investment banking
• Legal services
• Expert services unrelated to the audit
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If your firm performs these nonattest services for an attest client,
the independence rules impose limits on the nature and scope of
the services your firm may provide. In other words, the extent to
which your firm may perform certain tasks will be limited by the
rules. Further, certain services will be prohibited (for example,
serving as a client’s general counsel).
This section does not discuss each of these services. It focuses on
a few for purposes of illustration. To see the full context of the
rules, see Interpretation No. 101-3, “Performance of Nonattest
Services,” under Rule 101, Independence, and Rule 2-01(c)(4),
“Non-audit services.”
In September 2003, the PEEC issued a revised Interpretation
No. 101-3 to ensure its continued effectiveness in promoting
independence when a member renders nonattest services to an
attest client. Please refer to www.aicpa.org/members/div/ethics/
intr_101-3.htm for specific guidance on understanding and implementing Interpretation No. 101-3, including a series of
FAQs, which provides practical examples of the application of
the rule provisions. Additionally, the PEEC has developed a
document entitled Background and Basis for Conclusions, which
provides extensive background on why changes were made to
Interpretation No. 101-3 and the rationale behind each revision. To obtain Background and Basis for Conclusions, visit
www.aicpa.org/members/div/ethics/index/bfc1.htm.
For a summary of new SEC rules adopted as a result of SarbanesOxley, see SEC’s FAQ document entitled Application of the January
2003 Rules on Auditor Independence—Frequently Asked Questions at
www.sec.gov/info/accountants/ocafaqaudind080703.htm.
The rules of certain regulators (for example, the SEC or the
GAO) on nonattest services may be more restrictive than those
of the AICPA and should be reviewed in each applicable case.
The revised AICPA rules clarify the general requirements for performing nonattest services, adding a new pre-engagement documentation requirement (see below). In addition, more restrictive
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rules apply to certain services such as financial information system design and implementation and appraisal, valuation, and actuarial services. The new rules became effective on December 31,
2003, and incorporate a one-year transition period for services
under contract as of that date provided the engagement was completed by December 31, 2004, and the member was in compliance with pre-existing independence requirements.
Additionally, the PEEC agreed to defer until December 31,
2004, the effective date of the new requirement to document in
writing the understanding established with the client in accordance with General Requirement No. 3 under Interpretation
No. 101-3. Accordingly, this requirement will take effect for any
nonattest services performed for an attest client beginning January 1, 2005. Furthermore, the PEEC adopted an additional revision to the Interpretation, which provides that the general
requirement to document in writing the understanding established with the client in accordance with General Requirement
No. 3 will not apply until the client becomes an attest client of
the member or member’s firm. For example, if a member or
member’s firm provides only nonattest services for a client, that
member may not be in compliance with the documentation requirement as mandated by the interpretation. The revision will
permit a member to prepare the required documentation upon
acceptance of an attest engagement, provided the member is able
to demonstrate his or her compliance with the other general requirements during the period covered by the financial statements, including the requirement to establish an understanding
with the client.
One of the key principles underlying the AICPA rules on nonattest services is: You may not serve—or even appear to serve—as a
member of a client’s management. For example, you may not:
• Make operational or financial decisions for the client.
• Perform management functions for the client.
• Report to the board of directors on behalf of management.
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In addition, the following are examples of the types of activities
that impair independence:
• Authorizing or executing a transaction on behalf of a client
• Preparing the client’s source documents (for example, purchase orders)
• Having custody of a client’s assets
Therefore, it is essential that your firm and the client have a clear
understanding regarding your respective roles before performing
nonattest services. The AICPA rules require you to document this
understanding (e.g., in an engagement letter or internal memorandum).
You are also required to document the services to be performed,
objectives of the engagement and any applicable limitations, and,
importantly, the client’s ability to effectively oversee your services.
Another new addition to the AICPA rules is an explicit requirement that a member comply with more restrictive independence
provisions, if applicable, of certain regulators such as state boards
of accountancy, the SEC, and the GAO.
In adopting new independence rules pursuant to the SarbanesOxley Act, the SEC looked to three basic principles to determine whether performing nonaudit services for an audit client
would impair independence. An auditor cannot:
• Function in the role of management.
• Audit his or her own work.
• Serve in an advocacy role for his or her client.
Note: SEC rules also require a client’s audit committee (or
equivalent) to preapprove all audit and nonaudit services
provided by the firm.
What Are the Rules on Performing Bookkeeping
Services for a Client?
The AICPA independence rules prohibit members from acting as
client management in all circumstances. Accordingly, a member
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may provide bookkeeping services provided the client oversees
the services and, among other things, performs all management
functions and makes all management decisions in connection
with the services. For example, if a member is engaged to provide
bookkeeping services that will result in a set of financial statements, the client must:
• Approve all account classifications.
• Provide source documents to the member so that the
member can prepare journal entries.
• Take responsibility for the results of the member’s services
(e.g., financial statements).
• Establish and maintain internal controls over the member’s
bookkeeping activities.
Certain of the SEC’s rules in this area—for example, bookkeeping—are more restrictive than AICPA rules because independence
is also considered to be impaired whenever the auditor expects that
the results of those services will be subject to his or her firm’s audit
procedures (i.e., auditor cannot review his or her own work). This
basic rule also applies to (1) financial information design and implementation; (2) appraisals, valuations, fairness opinions, or contribution-in-kind reports; (3) actuarial-related advisory services;
and (4) internal audit outsourcing.
May My Firm Provide Internal Audit Assistance to a Client?
The AICPA rule is to perform internal audit assistance and maintain independence, your firm may not act—nor appear to act—
as a member of the client’s management. For example, you and
your firm may not:
• Have custody of the client’s assets.
• Make decisions on the client’s behalf.
• Report to the client’s governing body.
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To maintain independence, the client must:
• Designate competent management to oversee the internal
audit function.
• Determine the scope, risk, and frequency of internal audit
activities.
• Evaluate the findings and results of internal audit activities.
• Evaluate the adequacy of the audit procedures performed
and related findings.
As noted above, SEC rules prohibit the performance of internal
audit services to an audit client whenever the auditor expects
that the results of those services will later be subject to the
firm’s audit procedures.
Note: For entities regulated by the FDIC or other banking agencies, see www.fdic.gov/news/news/financial/2003/fil0321.html.

May My Firm Provide Valuation, Appraisal, or Actuarial
Services to a Client?
The AICPA adopted significant revisions to this rule in 2003.
Your firm may not provide valuation, appraisal, or actuarial services for a client if:
• The results of the service would be material to the client’s
financial statements, and
• The service involves a significant amount of subjectivity.
For instance, your firm may not undertake a valuation engagement in connection with a business merger that would have a material effect on a client’s financial statements because that service
generally involves significant subjectivity (e.g., setting the assumptions, and selecting and applying the valuation methodology).
There are two limited exceptions to this rule. Valuation, appraisal,
or actuarial services performed for nonfinancial statement purposes may be provided if they otherwise meet the rule’s general requirements (e.g., the client is competent to perform management
functions, et al.; or the results of the service would not have a ma48
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terial effect on the financial statements). Also, your firm may provide an actuarial valuation of a client’s pension or postretirement
liabilities since these services generally do not entail a significant
degree of subjectivity (i.e., results of the valuation would be reasonably consistent regardless of who performs the valuation).
The SEC prohibits your firm from providing valuation, appraisal, or any service involving a fairness opinion or contribution-in-kind report34 to clients when it is likely that you or
others in your firm would later audit the results of those services.
May My Firm Provide Investment Advisory Services to a Client?
Here are examples of what you and your firm may do under the
AICPA rules:
• Make recommendations to a client about the allocation of
funds to various asset classes.
• Analyze investment performance.
However, the AICPA rules also indicate that you and your firm
may not:
• Make investment decisions for the client.
• Execute investment transactions.
• Take custody of a client’s assets.
May My Firm Design or Implement an Information
System for a Client?
The AICPA adopted significant revisions to this rule in 2003.
Your firm may not design or develop a client’s financial information system or make more than insignificant modifications to the
source code underlying such a system. In addition, operating a
client’s local area network (LAN) is prohibited.

34. Per the SEC, fairness opinions and contribution-in-kind reports are opinions and
reports in which your firm provides its opinion on the adequacy of consideration in
a transaction.
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Your firm may install an accounting software package for a
client, including helping the client set up a chart of accounts and
financial statement format. Your firm may also provide training
to the client’s employees on how to use an information system.
Your firm may not, however, supervise the client’s employees in
their day-to-day use of the system since that activity is a management function.
Your firm is not precluded from designing, implementing, integrating, or installing an information system that is unrelated to
the client’s financial reporting process.
The PEEC has issued FAQs to assist members in understanding
and implementing the new information technology services provisions at www.aicpa.org/download/ethics/QA_IT.pdf.
SEC rules prohibit your firm from providing any service related to a client’s financial information system design or implementation unless the results of your firm’s services will not be
subject to audit procedures during an audit of the client’s financial statements. Your firm may:
• Evaluate internal controls of a financial information system as it is being designed, implemented, or operated for
the client by another service provider, or
• Make recommendations on internal control matters to
management in connection with a system design and
implementation project being performed by another service provider.
Fee Issues

What Types of Fee Arrangements Between My
Firm and a Client Are Prohibited?
Two types of fee arrangements, contingent fees and commissions,
are prohibited if the arrangement involves an attest client, even
though the fee is not related to an attest service.
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A contingent fee is an arrangement whereby (1) no fee is charged
unless a specified result is attained or (2) the amount of the fee
depends on the results of your firm’s services. Some examples of
contingent fees are:
• Your firm receives a “finder’s fee” for helping a client locate
a buyer for one of the client’s assets.
• Your firm performs a consulting engagement to decrease a
client’s operating costs. The fee is based on a percentage of the
cost reduction that the client achieves as a result of your service.
Exceptions are:
• Fees fixed by a court or other public authority
• In tax matters, fees based on the results of judicial proceedings or the findings of governmental agencies
A commission is any compensation paid to you or your firm for
(1) recommending or referring a third party’s product or service
to a client or (2) recommending or referring a client’s product or
service to a third party.
For example, you or your firm:
• Refers a client to a financial planning firm that pays you a
commission for the referral.
• Sells accounting software to a client and receives a percentage
of the sales price (a commission) from a software company.
• Refers a nonclient to an insurance company client, which
pays you a percentage of any premiums subsequently received (a commission) from the nonclient.
You and your firm may not have commission or contingent fee
arrangements with a client if your firm also provides one of the
following services to a client:
• An audit of financial statements
• A review of financial statements
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• Compiled financial statements if a third party (for example, a bank or investor) will rely on the financial statements
and the report does not disclose a lack of independence
• An examination of prospective financial statements
You and your firm may have commission and contingent fee
arrangements with persons associated with a client—such as officers, directors, and principal shareholders—or with a benefit plan
that is sponsored by a client (that is, the plan itself is not a client).35
For example, you may receive a commission from a nonclient insurer for referring an officer of an attest client to that insurer who
purchases a policy. Even though this situation is permitted, you
are still required to tell the officer that you received a commission
for making the referral.
Note: United States DOL regulations may also apply. State
boards of accountancy and state societies may also have more
restrictive regulations regarding fee arrangements, as well as
specific disclosure requirements.

Under SEC rules, you and your firm are prohibited from providing any product or service to an audit client for a commission or a contingent fee, or from otherwise receiving such a fee
from an audit client.36
The AICPA rule provides an exception for referral fees for recommending or referring a CPA’s services to another person or entity.
That is, you may (1) receive a fee for referring a CPA’s services to
any person or entity or, (2) if you are a CPA, you may pay a fee to
obtain a client. You must inform the client if you receive or pay a
referral fee.

35. Also see AICPA Ethics Ruling No. 25, “Commission and Contingent Fee Arrangements With Nonattest Client.”
36. See discussion of commission and contingent fees in the SEC’s Final Rules Release
(Section IV, Discussion of Rule 2-01) and Rule 2-01(c)(5).
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Is Independence Affected When a Client Owes the Firm Fees
for Professional Services the Firm Has Already Provided?
If a client owes your firm fees for services rendered more than one
year ago, your firm’s independence is considered impaired. It does
not matter whether or not the services were for attest services;
what matters is that the client has an outstanding debt with the
firm. This is the case even if the client has given you a note receivable for these fees.
The SEC generally expects payment of past-due fees before an
engagement has begun, although the staff has at times accepted
short-term payment plans.37
Does Being Compensated for Selling Certain Services to
Clients Affect My Independence?
The AICPA rules do not specifically address this issue.
The SEC prohibits audit partners38 from being directly compensated for selling nonattest services to audit clients. The SEC
believes that such financial incentives could threaten an audit
partner’s objectivity and that the appearance of independence
could be affected by such compensation arrangements.39
The rule does not prevent an audit partner from sharing in
profits of the audit practice or the overall firm, nor does it preclude the firm from evaluating a partner based on factors related to the sale of nonaudit services to clients, for example, the
complexity of engagements or overall management of audit or
nonaudit engagements.

37. The exception has generally been applied only to engagements to audit a client’s financial statements included in its annual report, not in a registration statement.
38. This term is specifically defined for these purposes; see Rule 2-01(c)(8).
39. Accounting firms with ten or fewer partners and five or fewer audit clients that are
issuers, as defined by the SEC, are exempt from this rule.
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Does It Matter If a Significant Proportion of My Firm’s
Fees Come From a Particular Client?
Current guidance in the Code is general in nature. Rule 102, Integrity and Objectivity, and Article IV, Objectivity and Independence (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 55), discuss
in broad terms that members should be alert for relationships
that could diminish their objectivity and independence in performing attest services. Some believe that the significance of a
client to a member (or his or her firm)—measured in terms of
fees, status, or other factors—would possibly diminish a member’s ability to be objective and maintain independence when
performing attest services.
To address this issue, policies and procedures can be adopted to identify and monitor significant clients. Once a significant client is identified, the policies and procedures described below can help mitigate
possible threats to a member’s objectivity and independence.
1. Policies and procedures for identifying and monitoring significant client relationships are:
• Considering client significance in the planning stage of
the engagement
• Basing the consideration of client significance on firmspecific criteria or factors that are applied on a facts and
circumstances basis (see the following section entitled
“Factors to Consider in Identifying Significant Clients”)
• Periodically monitoring the relationship
What constitutes periodic is a matter of judgment
but assessments of client significance that are performed at least annually can be effective in monitoring the relationship. During the course of such a
review, a client previously deemed to be significant
may cease to be significant. Likewise, clients not
identified as significant could become significant
whenever factors the firm considers relevant for
identifying significant clients arise (for example, additional services are contemplated)
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2. Policies and procedures to help mitigate possible threats to
independence and objectivity by:
• Assigning a second (or concurring) review partner who
is not otherwise associated with the engagement and
practices in an office other than that which performs
the attest engagement
• Subjecting the assignment of engagement personnel to
approval by another partner or manager
• Periodically rotating engagement partners
• Subjecting significant client attest engagements to internal firm monitoring procedures
• Subjecting significant client attest engagements to preor post-issuance reviews or to the firm’s external peer review process
The most effective safeguards a firm can employ will vary significantly depending on the size of the firm, the way the firm is
structured (for example, whether highly centralized or departmentalized), and other factors. For example, smaller firms (particularly those with one office) tend to be simpler and less
departmentalized than larger firms. Generally, their processes will
be less formal and involve fewer people than larger firms. Further,
their firms’ managing partners may engage in frequent and direct
communications with the firms’ partners and professional staff
on client matters and be personally involved in staff assignments.
Larger firms draw from a sizable and diverse talent pool. In those
firms, partners who are not affiliated with the engagement (or the
client service office or business unit) can choose second (or concurring) review partners from outside the office performing the
attest engagement. Midsized or regional firms may have aspects
of both their smaller and larger counterparts; combining the ability to choose second review partners from an office other than the
client service office, while maintaining a relatively close connection to specific client relationships.
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Factors to Consider in Identifying Significant Clients
Both qualitative and quantitative factors can reveal a significant
client, including:
• The size of the client in terms of the percentage of fees or
the dollar amount of fees versus total revenue of the engagement partner, office, practice unit,40 or the firm
• The significance of the client to the engagement partner,
office, or practice unit of the firm in light of the:
– Amount of time the partner, office, or practice unit devotes to the engagement
– Effect on the partner’s stature within the firm due to his
or her servicing of the client
– Manner in which the partner, office, or practice unit is
compensated
– Effect that losing the client would have on the partner,
office, or practice unit
• The importance of the client to the firm’s growth strategies
(for example, the firm is trying to gain entry into a particular industry)
• The stature of the client (for example, the client is a company of distinction within its industry, or in the local, regional, national, or international business community),
which enhances the firm’s stature
• Whether the firm also provides services to related parties
(for example, also provides professional services to affiliates
or owners of the client)
• Whether the engagement is recurring or not
Judgment is necessary to determine whether a client is significant
to the firm, office, practice unit, or partner of the firm. Firms will
vary considerably in terms of the degree to which they consider
40. Assessing client significance at the business or “practice” unit level may be a more
meaningful measure for firms that structure their practices along industry lines
(such as healthcare or financial services).
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some factors to be more pertinent than others. Gauges that relate
to each relevant level within a firm (for example, firm, geographic
region, office (or practice unit)), or partner, may be useful but
will likely be different for various levels within the firm.
According to SEC guidance, in general, if a firm derives more
than 15 percent of its total revenues from one client or group of
related clients, independence may be impaired because this
may cause the firm to be overly dependent on the client or
group of related clients.
Other Guidance

What Other Guidance on Independence and Related
Topics Exists?
This guide does not cover the following subjects, which are addressed in the AICPA rules:
• Alternative practice structures41
• Investments in nonclients that are affiliated with clients
• Applicability of independence rules
• Governmental entities
• Modified application of rules to certain attest engagements
• Cooperative arrangements with clients
• Effect of litigation on independence
• Client advocacy
• Expert witness services
• Indemnification
• Client’s custody of member’s assets

41. This includes application of the AICPA rules to nontraditional firms (for example,
firms owned by commercial entities that are not engaged in the practice of public
accounting). See also SEC rule 2-01(f )(2), definition of accounting firm.
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• Member in a cooperative, condominium or homeowners’
association, timeshare or planned unit or development
• Use of blind trust
• Servicing of loan
• Bank director
• Leasing property to or from a client
• Participation in client’s health and welfare plan
In addition, the following issues, addressed by the SEC rules,42
were not discussed in this section:
• Auditor Rotation (Rule 2-01(c)(6))
• Audit Committee Administration of the Engagement
(Rule 2-01(c)(7))
• Audit Committee Communication (CFR Part 210.2-.07)
• Disclosure of Audit and Non-audit Fees in Proxy Statements and Annual Reports (CFR Part 240.14a-101 [Schedule 14A] and Part 249 relating to the preparation of various
forms required by the Securities Exchange Act of 1934)
• Application of Rules to Auditors of Foreign Private Issuers and
Subsidiaries and Affiliates of U.S. Issuers (Release no. 33-3183,
Section II [Discussion of Rules], part I, International Impact).

Resource Central
Independence and Ethics Contact List

As specific services and situations arise in practice, refer to the independence literature and consult with those responsible for independence in your firm. If you need further assistance
researching your question, contact one of the following organizations for guidance:

42. See www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-8183.htm for details.
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AICPA. The Web site address for information about the AICPA’s
ethics standard-setting activities is www.aicpa.org/members/div/
ethics/standard.htm. For current developments, see the Professional
Ethics Executive Division’s Fact Sheet and quarterly newsletter, Ethically Speaking, see www.aicpa.org/members/div/ethics/index.htm.
For resources related to understanding and applying the provisions of Interpretation No. 101-3, “Performance of Nonattest Services,” see www.aicpa.org/members/div/ethics/intr_101-3.htm.
The AICPA Code of Professional Conduct is available at
www.aicpa.org/about/code/index.htm. For independence inquiries by phone call the Ethics Hotline at (888) 777-7077. Send
e-mail inquiries to ethics@aicpa.org.
Securities and Exchange Commission. SEC information for
accountants and auditors may be found at www.sec.gov/info/
accountants.shtml. For independence inquiries, call (202) 942-4400.
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board. The PCAOB has
established a Web site at www.pcaobus.org, which provides information about their activities. The standards and rules of the
PCAOB, including those on independence, can be found at
www.pcaobus.org/Standards/Standards_and_Related_Rules.asp.
Government Accountability Office. Obtain the GAO Yellow
Book requirements at www.gao.gov/govaud/ybk01.htm. Obtain answers to frequently asked independence questions at www.gao.gov/
govaud/d02870g.pdf. Direct phone inquiries to Marcia Buchanan,
Asst. Director-Financial Management and Assurance at (202) 5129321 or send an e-mail to buchananm@gao.gov.
Department of Labor. See DOL Regulation 2509.75-9, Interpretive Bulletin Relating to Guidelines on Independence of Accountant
Retained by Employee Benefit Plan. Direct inquiries to the Office
of the Chief Accountant Help Desk at (212) 219-6666.
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Obtain FDIC regulations (12
CFR Part 363), Annual Independent Audits and Reporting Requirements,
at www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/rules/2000-8500.html#2000part363.
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Educational Courses

The AICPA offers a number of continuing professional education
(CPE) courses that are valuable to CPAs. Among the available titles, are
the following self-study courses that pertain to independence and ethics:
• Independence (product no. 739165)
• Selected Topics in Professional Ethics (product no. 738370)
• Professional Ethics: The AICPA’s Comprehensive Course
(product no. 732305)
Additional information can be found at www.cpa2biz.com.
This Audit Risk Alert replaces Independence and Ethics Alert—
2003/04.
The Audit Risk Alert Independence and Ethics is published annually. As you encounter audit or industry issues that you believe
warrant discussion in next year’s Audit Risk Alert, please feel free
to share them with us. Any other comments that you have about
the Audit Risk Alert would also be appreciated. You may e-mail
these comments to lpombo@aicpa.org or write to:
Lori L. Pombo
AICPA
Harborside Financial Center
201 Plaza Three
Jersey City, NJ 07311-3881
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